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Formerly, creating mirror effects was only 
possible by using expensive processes 
like the silvering of glass or the 
application of hot stamping foils.  
Marachrome MC 295 Screen Printing 
Mirror Ink enables you to simply print this 
effect. 
 

Applications 
Marachrome MC Mirror Silver 

is predestined for the making 

of high-quality indoor sales, 

advertising, and exhibition 

displays. It shows furthermore 

outstanding suitability for the 

decoration of float glass or 

casings for electronic equipment (e.g. mobile 

phones).  

 

Possible substrates are: Transparent materials 

including PMMA, polycarbonate, PETG, PETA, 

and glass, as well as foils made of polycarbonate 

and coated polyester.  

 
AAAAttention: ttention: ttention: ttention: The mirror effect is only possible 

by printing onto the reverse sideonto the reverse sideonto the reverse sideonto the reverse side of a trans-

parent substrate! 

Features 
Special features of Marachrome MC Mirror 

Silver are not only good opacity and screen 

opening, but also its mild odour and the press-

ready formulation.  

 
Protective layer 
For higher chemical and mechanical resistance, 

we recommend to overprint a protective layer.  

 

Gold, Bronze, Metallic Shades 
Attractive Bronze or coloured metallic effects 

can be created by pre-printing the front or back 

with transparent Marabu inks like Marastar SR 

or Glass Ink GL. Another eye-catching effect 

can be achieved with “Mirror Gold”, which is 

available upon request.  

 

For further details, please see the Technical 

Data Sheet „Marachrome MC“ and the 

TechINFO „Marabu Screen and Pad Printing 

Effects” on www.marabu-inks.com. 

 

 
Marachrome MC 295 Mirror Silver: 
Available in 500 g units, 
Art.-No. 3245 57 295  
 

 
In the event of any queries please contact:  
 

Mr. Pascal Iffland  

Product Management Special Effects 

Phone: +49 7141 691340, if@marabu.de 

 

Technical Hotline 

Phone: +49 7141 691140, aweta@marabu.de 
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